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For a modern reader, one of the characterising qualities, and difficulties, of much eighteenth-century English verse is its pervasive use of allusion, either to persons and events, or (the type of allusion with which this essay will mostly be concerned) to other writings. This is true of satire, whose targets were often densely local and contemporary, and whose predominant mode was the naturally allusive mock heroic. It is also true of some of the century’s most innovative high lyric verse, which drew heavily and also experimentally upon a wide range of literary models, from Pindar, the Psalms and Horace to Spenser and Milton.
	Eighteenth-century readers and writers were certainly familiar with the concept of allusion. Most of the English poets that they came most to admire and emulate were themselves highly allusive. The writings of Spenser and Milton made heavy use of allusion to literary models, and understanding of Shakespeare notoriously required knowledge of the language and customs of his day. The first significant commentary on an English classic, Patrick Hume’s Annotations (1695) on Paradise Lost, concerned itself chiefly with identifying Milton’s many scriptural allusions.​[1]​ Successive editions of Shakespeare, particularly those by Lewis Theobald, Edward Capell, Samuel Johnson, George Steevens, and Edmond Malone, copiously and incrementally developed and refined the illustration of Shakespeare, a process which could cease only, as Edmond Malone put it, ‘when our poet’s entire library shall have been discovered, and the fables of all his plays traced to their original source, when every temporary allusion shall have been pointed out, and every obscurity elucidated’.​[2]​
	Though both verbal or literary allusion, and topical and personal allusion, were evidently understood as concepts and practices, it is hard to find any very full and explicit articulation of a theory of allusion in eighteenth-century writing. The words ‘allude’ and ‘allusion’ were regularly used in editorial commentary in editions of Shakespeare and of Milton with respect to personal and historical allusion. Only with Malone’s great 1790 edition of Shakespeare however would the terms regularly be applied to verbal allusion. Amongst the few statements of editorial self-consciousness regarding verbal allusion is Thomas Newton’s promise that, in his edition of Paradise Lost (1749), he would use in illustration only ‘such passages as we may suppose the author really alluded to, and had in mind at the time of writing’.​[3]​ Newton here insists on both the intentional nature of allusion, and the fundamentally intentionalist hermeneutics that underpinned eighteenth-century explanatory commentary. An anonymous writer, in an essay on Milton’s Paradise Lost published in 1741, provides a slightly more expanded and suggestive statement about allusion, within some familiar contemporary theoretical parameters:
Aristotle ascribes the Origin of Poetry to the Pleasure Mankind takes in Imitations ... This Pleasure arises from the Comparison the Mind makes betwixt the Imitation and the Thing imitated: For Example, in a Picture or Statue, from comparing them with the Original; and, in Poetry, from comparing the Descriptions with the Objects themselves. Hence it is evident.
	That, when one good Poet imitates another, we have a double Pleasure; the first proceeding from comparing the Description with its Object: and the second, from comparing the one Description with the other from which it was imitated. 
	That, in every Simile, we have a double Pleasure; the first, in comparing the Image it conveys with its Objects; the other, in comparing it with the Subject it was designed to Illustrate. But, if the Simile be imitated from another Author, we have still one Pleasure more.​[4]​
It is significant that this writer, to designate a mode of writing which certainly comprehends what we nowadays understand as allusion, uses the word ‘imitation’, just as Alexander Pope had done in his mock learned scholia to the Dunciad Variorum (1729). The pleasure given by ‘imitation’ or allusion is underwritten, as one might expect, by Aristotle’s theory of mimesis, and in particular by his account of the characterising pleasure humans take in the recognition that the imitation resembles its object. In this theoretical move, the concepts as well as the terms of allusion (here revealingly called ‘Description’) and imitation are approximated. We take a further pleasure from comparing allusion and original, in the perception of discordia concors, of what is new and different in the resemblance. Finally, and perhaps most suggestively of all, just as the rhetorical mode of simile pleases through mimesis, so allusion to a ‘description’ becomes in itself a simile of a simile.
	This anonymous writer’s persuasive and cogent account perhaps reveals in part why allusion was not more extensively written about. Though his founding principles are familiar, and his argument follows sufficiently readily from them, the writer’s conclusions reveal the figurative tendency inherent in allusion. The words ‘allude’ and ‘allusion’ themselves derive from Latin alludo, to jest or sport with, and have long carried in English a suggestion of verbal play, of metaphor, of punning, as well as their more modern meaning.​[5]​ Allusion may begin in simile, in the setting together of an original and an imitation, but can readily develop into the more figurative modes of metaphor and conceit. To a modern mind, it is precisely the drawing of another writer’s expression into one’s own, with a fruitful and potentially proliferating difference, that gives allusion its power. Eighteenth-century theorists had principled objections however to the allusive, the paronomastic, and the metaphorical. John Locke, in the Essay Concerning Humane Understanding, rejected ‘figurative Speeches, and allusion in language’ from writings which aimed at truth and knowledge, though he grudgingly confessed that ‘in Discourses, where we seek rather Pleasure and Delight, than Information and Improvement, such Ornaments as are borrowed from them, can scarce pass for Faults’ (Essay, 3. 10. 34). Addison and Pope both abominated false verbal wit and the pun (though Pope was creatively capable of versions of the latter).​[6]​ Samuel Johnson complained that the metaphysical poets failed to observe Aristotelian mimetic principles, seeking ‘not for images, but for conceits’. He lamented their use of the referential and allusive, insisting that ‘every piece ought to contain within itself whatever is necessary to make it intelligible’.​[7]​ For Johnson, as for Locke, clarity of expression is crucial. A simile must illustrate, as well as ennoble, or aggrandise.​[8]​ Where figuration is used it should not damage the articulation of sense. Hence Johnson’s preference for the simile, where tenor and vehicle are clear and distinct, over the identification and fusion inherent in the metaphor.
	At one end of the spectrum of verbal allusion lies quotation, verbatim or near verbatim, perhaps unconscious and unacknowledged, in some instances a near cousin of plagiarism.​[9]​ Merely slavish or mindless quotation or borrowing is a possible characteristic of duncely hack writing, as Pope pointed out: 
As Virgil is said to have read Ennius, out of his Dunghil to draw gold; so may our Author read Shakespear, Milton, and Dryden, for the contrary end, to bury their Gold in his own Dunghil.
					Peri bathous, ch. 9
At the other end of the spectrum lies the echo, which (in John Hollander’s words) ‘does not depend on conscious intention’, and may or may not be recognised by the reader, who ‘must have some kind of access to an earlier voice, and to its cave of resonant signification, analogous to that of the author of the later text’.​[10]​ Echo may be associated with what Roger Lonsdale calls ‘a general richness of allusion’, or what I. A. Richards calls ‘the emotional aura’.​[11]​ 
	True allusion, the deliberate putting to use by a writer of words from an earlier literary model, stands between these two extremes. Such allusion is by definition intentional. It may contribute to effect, but (this essay hopes to argue, and exemplify) it is also constitutive of meaning. It provides intellectual depth, rather than mere decoration.​[12]​ That allusion raises well-known problems of understanding does not make it any the less an object of interpretation. Allusion is a mode by which an author communicates with a knowing reader; a reader, that is, who recognises the object of the allusion, and very possibly its textual context, and is in a position to make sense of the use to which the alluding author has put it. Allusion is (to use Johnson’s words, in his Dictionary) ‘that which is spoken with reference to something supposed to be already known, and therefore not expressed’. It depends upon (to use a phrase Johnson used in relation to classical quotation) ‘community of mind’, and its difficulties arise in part from the deliberate or accidental limits of that community.​[13]​ A poet may use allusion to create or to define for himself the cultural world in which he is operating, the kind of readership he wants, and his relation to that readership. In this respect allusion raises a familiar type of hermeneutic challenge, the reconstruction of context that enables understanding. Because of the nature of allusion, not all members even of a contemporary readership would have had ready access to the author’s assumed community of mind. With the passage of time, that community of mind—a familiarity with the writings of Pindar, or David, or Horace, or Shakespeare, or Milton, for example—inevitably becomes smaller and more fractured. Editorial identification of allusion’s sources may be necessary to understanding at the poem’s own moment, and (for poetry of any significant cultural embeddedness) will certainly be necessary in after centuries. Allusion is a reason why literary texts demand, and respond to, annotation by their author or their editors, or both. Poetry and editing are—whether the editor is the poet himself or another scholiast—reciprocal activities. 
	Of all eighteenth-century poets none understood this truth better than Alexander Pope, and in none of his poems is this better exemplified than in his Dunciad. The Dunciad  was first published as a three book ‘Heroic Poem’ in 1728, as a modest duodecimo. It appeared with relatively few paratextual additions: the title plate, ‘The Publisher to the Reader’, a small number of relatively straightforward explanatory footnotes. A year later the poem appeared as a handsome quarto, ‘in all pomp, … attended with Proeme, Prol[e]gomena, Testimonia Scriptorum, Index Authorum, and Notes Variorum’.​[14]​ The ‘Notes Variorum’ in fact were presented on each page under two heads, ‘Remarks’ and ‘Imitations’. The ‘Remarks’ are intended as equivalent to, or rather parodic of, the critical scholia of learned editors in general, for whom the word was a term of art, and of the scholia characteristic of Richard Bentley’s classical editing in particular (‘plough’d was his front with many a deep remark’​[15]​). The ‘Imitations’ provide the reader with a running list of the poem’s parodies, imitations of, and allusions to other writings, and especially to epic.​[16]​ The ‘Remarks’ and ‘Imitations’ both constitute part of the apparatus of a formally edited text. The editorial voice, in pointing out references and likenesses, is often both speculative and independent (‘This has a resemblance’, ‘there is a general allusion’), and is aware of, and keen to point out, allusive difference and development. Pope has become, behind this mask, his own critic and explicator. In the Advertisement to the Dunciad Variorum Pope allows himself to be briefly explicit about the purpose of his commentary:
The Imitations of the Ancients are added, to gratify those who either never read, or may have forgotten them; together with some of the Parodies, and Allusions to the most excellent of the Moderns. If any man from the frequency of the former, may think the Poem too much a Cento; our Poet will but appear to have done the same thing in jest, which Boileau did in earnest; and upon which Vida, Fracastorius, and many of the most eminent Latin Poets professedly valued themselves. 	
								(p. 4)
This passage makes clear that ‘imitations’ is used as synonym or near-synonym for ‘parodies’ and ‘allusions’, and that Pope thought of the ‘imitations’ as operating at the verbal level. There is evidently a satiric reflection on those who ‘never read, or may have forgotten’ the ancients, which initiates a potentially ironic distinction between those readers who will recognise the poem’s great epic models, and those readers who require the help of a scholarly, or mock-scholarly, gloss. A ‘cento’ is ‘a composition formed by joining scraps from other authors’ (as Johnson defined the word in his Dictionary). To call the poem a cento would have been to allege plagiarism; Pope insists that his allusions are more creative, and more playfully adaptive of their original text, as well as more traditional. The reference to the writer of the Dunciad in the third-person phrase ‘Our Poet’ establishes this voice of the Advertisement, like the various voices of the variorum commentary, as an editorial persona.
	Allusion is a fundamental method of mock-epic in the Dunciad. It regularly functions not only as a mechanism of contrast, pitting an often sordid and diminished present against a sometimes heroic past, but also metaphorically, as an articulating conceit. Both allusions and metaphor readily cross the barrier between, and indeed connect, the poem and its ‘variorum’ commentary. On many occasions the commentary, under the head of either ‘Remarks’ or ‘Imitations’, identifies or explains or exploits an allusion, ensuring that no reader of this found poem can fail to recognise its targets. On many other occasions the commentary is itself ‘poetic’, introducing new allusions and new ideas into the ramifying satiric structure. Amongst many possible examples is a pissing-contest from one of the poem’s mock-heroic set-pieces, the games of the dunces (modelled as a whole on Odyssey 24 and Iliad 23, and on Aeneid 5). It begins as a typical Dunciad pattern of ironic and explained allusion. The goddess Dulness offers as prizes  a ‘China-Jordan’ and ‘yon Juno of majestic size’, who is identified in the Dunciad Variorum note (2. 155) as the contemporary authoress Eliza Haywood. This modern ‘Juno’ is characterised by ‘cow-like udders, and … ox-like eyes’, the latter trait an ironic version of Homer’s ‘ox-eyed’ Hera (Iliad, 4. 50). The Variorum note clarifies the epic allusion, pointing out that in the Iliad ‘a Lady and a Kettle’ are offered together as prizes in the games (23. 262-5), and taking the opportunity to implicate the French Homeric expert Madame Dacier in the debate about priority in prizes for pissing contests. Dacier had jibbed at Homer’s stated preference for the kettle; the Dunciad, more chivalrously, prefers the lady. The prize is offered to whoever ‘best can send on high / The salient spout’. The competitors are two booksellers, Edmund Curll and a mighty opposite, in 1728 and 1729 William Chetwood, in the four-book Dunciad Thomas Osborne. Their strife is made imaginative by literary allusion. Chetwood’s effort ‘labour’d to a curve at most’:
So Jove’s bright bow displays its wat’ry round,
(Sure sign, that no spectator shall be drown’d)
A second effort brought but new disgrace,
The wild Meander wash’d the Artist’s face.
		Dunciad in Four Books, 2. 165-9.
Osborne’s mere curve is dignified by the comparison with the rainbows set by the son of Cronos as a portent to mortals (Iliad, 11. 27). The allusion allows Pope in his Variorum comment on this passage further to embroil Madame Dacier. In the notes to her translation of the Homeric line Dacier had suggested that ‘peut-estre mesme … ces payens avoient entendu parler de ce que Dieu avoit dit à Noé’, that is, God’s identification of the rainbow as a token of his covenant with Noah, and his promise ‘that the waters shall no more become a flood to destroy all flesh’ (Gen. 9. 13, 15). The allusion in the Variorum note to Dacier’s apparatus thus works reflexively on Pope’s poem itself, insinuating a possible, and blasphemous, expansion of the implication of the promise ‘that no spectator shall be drown’d’. Tellingly, Osborne’s arc is, in these words of the four-book Dunciad, imaged as a river, the curving Meander; the wording of the 1728 and 1729 editions, less allusively and more literally, had been ‘For straining more, it flies in his own face’. The river conceit is continued, and burgeons more gloriously, in Curll’s performance:
Not so from shameless Curl: Impetuous spread
The stream, and smoaking, flourish’d o’er his head.
So, (famed like thee for turbulence and horns,)
Eridanus his humble fountain scorns,
Thro’ half the heav’ns he pours th’exalted urn;
His rapid waters in their passage burn.
‘Turbulence’ alludes to the notorious contemporary facts of Curll’s publishing career; ‘horns’ alludes, apparently baselessly, to cuckoldom. Eridanus, however, is a literary as well as a literal river (the Po), as the Variorum notes point out. Its forcefulness had been characterised by Virgil (Georgics, 4. 371-3). The literary Eridanus, like Curll’s spout, flows through the skies themselves, ‘as the Poets fabled’; the fabling poets include John Denham (Cooper’s Hill, 193-6), and Pope himself (Windsor Forest, 227-30). The simile metamorphoses to metaphor, giving Curll the status not merely of a hero but of a river-god, as he ‘pours th’exalted urn’. This familiar poeticism​[17]​ gives the Variorum an opportunity to introduce an allusive, and parodic, scholium, product of authorial collaboration between ‘Scriblerus’ and ‘Lewis Theobald’, in which we are told of a variant final couplet found in a (non-existent) manuscript: ‘And lifts his urn thro’ half the heav’ns to flow; / His rapid waters in their passage glow’. The note is generally parodic of Theobald’s method, his alleged editorial bossiness, his readiness to conjecture, and his extended lists of supporting citations, in this case seven instances of ‘glow’ taken from Pope’s Homer (‘I am afraid of growing luxuriant in examples, or I could stretch this catalogue to a great extent’​[18]​). The note is more particularly allusive to a passage in Shakespeare Restored, in which Theobald had exposed Pope’s silent omission of two crucial repeated words, in his Shakespeare edition, of a line of Claudius to Hamlet:
But you must know, your Father lost a Father,
That Father lost, lost his; —
				Shakespeare Restored (1726), p. 13.
Theobald had commented that ‘the Reduplication of the Word lost here gives an Energy and an Elegance, which is much easier to be conceived, than explain’d in Terms’. The Dunciad Variorum scholium skewers Theobald’s rare but excusable descent to literary criticism by presenting it, in near identical words, as a preference for ‘an elegance, a Jenesçay quoy, which is much easier to be conceiv’d than explain’d’.
	Theobald however is not the only target of this note. The flow / glow rhyme of the variant is preferred over urn /burn, despite ‘burn’ being ‘the proper word to convey an idea of what was said to be Mr. Curl’s condition at that time’, on the basis that the author of the Dunciad had too much ‘humanity’​[19]​ to insult a man over a natural misfortune arising from ‘an unhappy communication with another’. This lengthy excursus, where editors make the allegation on the more generous poet’s behalf, serves only to highlight the narrowly symptomatic, as well as the heroically mythic, implications of the burning occasioned by the passage of Curll’s rapid waters.
	Allusion, and the metaphoric exploitation of allusion, work everywhere toward satiric purposes in the Dunciad. An example is the episode in which Jove considers petitions from mortals in general, and from Edmund Curll (competing with Lintot in the games of book 2 for the brainless and delusory form of a phantom poet) in particular. The scene is set ‘Where from Ambrosia, Jove retires for ease’. Pope’s Jove, seated upon his throne with its ‘two spacious vents’, is supplied with ‘reams abundant’ of ‘vain petitions’:
Amus’d he reads, and then returns the bills
Sign’d with that Ichor which from Gods distills.
			Dunciad Variorum, 2. 87-8.
Notes provided in the list of ‘Imitations’ draw attention to the rich literary heritage of these lines. Their mise en scène echoes Lucian’s Icaro-Menippus (25-6), a passage already familiar to Scriblerian discourse from Swift’s Battel of the Books.​[20]​ Jove bleeds not blood, but ‘ichor such as flows in the blessed gods’ (Iliad, 5. 339-40), the Homeric physiology which (we are reminded) informs Milton’s account of the ‘stream of nectarous humour’ that flows from his wounded Satan (Paradise Lost, 6. 332-3). Pope alchemically turns the godly humour of heroic verse to mock-heroic excrement. The conceit climaxes, not with the earlier literal reading (‘Wipes that rich ichor’),​[21]​ but with the resonantly metaphorical ‘sign’d’. Curll’s duncely petition receives that divine seal and sanction which it best deserves. 
	Literary allusion informs a more significant and a more ominous moment in the poem, the couplet on the goddess Dulness, ‘coming in her Majesty, to destroy Order and Science’, at the beginning of Book 4:
She mounts the Throne: her head a cloud conceal’d,
In broad Effulgence all below revealed.	(Dunciad, 4. 17-18.)
The lines are rich in epic allusion, most apparently to the cloud-obscured Homeric deities. There is a less obvious but verbally complex and carefully worked-through allusion to a passage in Paradise Lost, where Milton contrasts God the Father, ‘Throned inaccessible’, visible only when he shades the blaze of his beams ‘through a cloud’, with Christ, who is ‘without cloud / Made visible’, reflecting in his countenance ‘the effulgence’ of the Father.​[22]​ In mimicking this divine tableau in Milton’s epic, a poem which was already a scripture for eighteenth-century readers on its own account, Dulness is guilty of enacting a blasphemy. A further and grimmer blasphemy, however, of an immediately biblical kind, is attributed to Dulness, in an allusion which must have been all too obvious to contemporary readers, and is scarcely missable now, the echo of God’s words to Moses in Exodus 34: 23: ‘thou shalt see my back parts: but my face shall not be seen’.​[23]​ The concluding rhyme-word ‘revealed’ also has its satiric point, emphasising the poem’s concern with inverted values in the sacred as well as the secular sphere. God’s creation is turned upside down, God’s logos is replaced by Dulness’s uncreating word, the divine light is replaced by darkness, and the attack on dull theology centres on a ‘gloomy clerk’ —the anti-Trinitarian divine Samuel Clarke—who denies mystery and questions revealed religion. Nevertheless, these lines tell us, the sons of Dulness are provided with their own appropriate, and different, revelation. 
	Pope uses allusion to both classical and vernacular epic repeatedly in the Dunciad as a primary device for figuring filiation and inheritance, true and false, heroic and duncely. Such uses are carefully pointed out in the Variorum scholia. Repeating a simile from the Aeneid (6. 784-7) prophesying its hero’s illustrious progeny, Pope compares with Cybele’s celebration of her hundred divine children Dulness’s survey of her own different Parnassus: ‘Behold a hundred sons, and each a dunce’ (Dunciad Variorum, 3. 129-30). In this same Pisgah view Dulness invites the dunces to ‘Mark first the youth who takes the foremost place’, the son of Colley Cibber: ‘With all thy Father’s virtues blest, be born!’ The phraseology echoes prophecies not only in the visionary sixth book of Virgil’s epic, but also in his fourth Eclogue, of the coming of a divine child who would rule a restored golden age.​[24]​ That these Virgilian passages were regularly read as prophetic of Christ’s coming (not least in Pope’s own Messiah) lends blasphemous implication to the allusion. In the new fourth book a travelling governor presents to Dulness his charge, the ‘young Aeneas’ who has lost all his classic learning in his Italian travels but gained at least a mistress: 
Her too receive (for her my soul adores)
So may the sons of sons of sons of whores,
Prop thine, O Empress! Like each neighbour Throne, 
And make a long Posterity thy own.
			Dunciad in Four Books, 4. 331-4
Again, the Variorum note ensures we hear the echo, contrasting this dunce’s raddled progeny with the inheritance of imperial Rome: ‘the house of Aeneas shall lord it over all lands, even his children’s children and their race that shall be born of them’ (‘et nati natorum et qui nascentur ab illis’, Aeneid, 3. 97-8). Dulness rejoices above all things in the ‘sure succession’ of otiose emptiness from duncely poetic father to duncely poetic son:
She saw with joy the line immortal run, 
Each sire imprest and glaring in his son;
…
She saw old Pryn in restless Daniel shine,
And Eusden eke out Blackmore’s endless line.
				Dunciad Variorum, 1. 96, 97-8, 101-2.
The allusion is to Paradise Lost:
Beyond compare the Son of God was seen
Most glorious, in him all his Father shone
Substantially expressed, and in his face
…
Love without end, and without measure Grace.
				Paradise Lost, 3. 138-42
As Christopher Ricks points out in a brilliant analysis, Pope’s imaginative allusion asserts his own genuine poetic inheritance from Milton, greatest of English epic writers, in a ‘true poetic succession’, utterly unlike the ‘interminable maundering’ of Sir Richard Blackmore’s copious sub-heroic verse.​[25]​ The dunces’ patrimony results in an always senseless ‘endless line’, rather than the divine ‘Love without end, and without measure Grace’ which shine in God the Son. The paradoxical puzzle of duncely patrimony is indeed stated as the poem’s great research question, at the end of the first paragraph of the first book:
Say from what cause, in vain decry’d and curst,
Still dunce the second reigns like Dunce the first?
				Dunciad Variorum, 1. 5-6
The phrasing of the question alludes not only to those asked in epic invocations (‘Muse, tell me the causes’; Aeneid, 1. 8), but also, more specifically to Dryden’s complaint of the succession of one limp poet laureate to another (‘For Tom the second reigns like Tom the First’).​[26]​ Again, in the act of satirising the dunces, Pope claims his affiliation to a greater and earlier poet. The Variorum note manages to position Pope’s poem in the line of its distinguished satiric forerunner, Dryden’s MacFlecknoe, in the act of refuting Curll’s Key to the Dunciad: ‘Alluding to a verse of Mr. Dryden’s not in Mac Flecno (as it is said ignorantly in the Key to the Dunciad, pag. 1.) but in his verses to Mr. Congreve.’
	Pope could present himself, in such passages, as a genuine inheritor. The trope of allusion enabled him to express a nuanced as well as a confident sense of that recurrence which (in Peter Hughes’s words) is ‘the rediscovery of our present selves through reading and writing about past texts’.​[27]​ To some poets of a later generation, poetic succession seemed altogether more precarious. A decisive moment had come with Pope’s death in 1744. A key group of younger poets, including the Warton brothers, Gray, Collins and Akenside, considering ‘Invention and Imagination to be the chief faculties of a Poet’,​[28]​ and not finding those qualities in Pope, would turn away from Pope’s legacy of moral and satiric heroic couplet verse to seek very different, and mainly lyric, poetic inheritances, formal, prosodic, figurative, and linguistic. That anxious quest regularly was underwritten and enabled, as in Pope but in very different ways, by allusion.
	The new poets developed their theoretical positions less in discursive prose than in the strenuous and often experimental practice of their poetry. No manifesto of the new poetry is more ambitious or more complex, or more radically addresses the issues of poetic function and filiation, than William Collins’s extraordinary ‘Ode on the Poetical Character’, published in his Odes on Several Descriptive and Allegoric Subjects (1747). Collins’s ode is written, not in the couplet verse of Dryden, but in Pindarics. It follows the model not of Abraham Cowley’s metrically and structurally audacious pindaric exercises of the previous century (Odes, 1656), but of the sublimely exact regular tripartite form which William Congreve especially had delineated and shown to be characteristic of Pindar,​[29]​ and which English poets in the mid-century would regularly employ. The Pindaric ode commonly consisted of one or more modules made up of strophe, metrically identical answering antistrophe, and metrically contrasting epode. Here, significantly, Collins employs the Pindaric structure with a difference, the strophe being followed immediately by a metrically contrasting mesode, before the antistrophe concludes the poem. The mesode is thematically, as it is structurally, central. In it Collins constructs a myth which contains known elements but is, as an account of the poetic imagination for the mid-eighteenth century, original. For Collins, imagination, which he terms ‘fancy’, is a faculty associated with the divine act of creation. The personified Fancy, placed by God on the ‘sapphire throne’ of prophecy (Ezekiel 1. 26, 28), is endowed with an emblematic girdle, a ‘hallowed work’ woven ‘on that creating day’ when God ‘called with thought to birth’ the sky, the earth, the oceans and the sun (lines 22-40). The weaving of the girdle is attended by ‘ecstatic Wonder’ and ‘Truth’, and the ‘braided dance’ of the ‘shadowy tribes of Mind’ (lines 47, 48). The mesode ends however on a note of plaintive enquiry. If the puzzle of the Dunciad had been why, and how, ‘dunce the second reigns like Dunce the first’, Collins’s problem is to identify any modern ‘bard’ who might justly think that Fancy’s girdle could have been designed for him: ‘whose soul can now / Its high presuming hopes avow’. 
	Though the account of its ritual weaving has been deferred to the mesode, the sacred cestus has in fact already been introduced to us, in an intensively, even obsessively, allusive opening strophe. The strophe opens, as allusive passages so often do, with a simile, or, rather, with the statement of the first of the expected two terms of a simile:
As once, if not with light regard,
I read aright that gifted bard,
(Him whose school above the rest
His loveliest Elfin Queen has blest,)
One, only one, unrival’d fair,*
Might hope the magic girdle wear,
At solemn tourney hung on high,
The wish of each love-darting eye;
The reference is to Edmund Spenser, though he is not named; rather, he is identified at once for readers of literary sensitivity, even before being characterised as ‘that gifted bard’, through such archaic phrases as ‘light regard’ and ‘read aright’, which are recognisably taken from the Faerie Queene (cf. FQ, 3. 8. 14, 6; 1. 9. 6, 6), and had become more familiar from their appearance in the verse of such intervening writers as Prior.​[30]​ This opening passage refers to the episode of Florimel in Book 4 of the Faerie Queene, identified in the only footnote Collins supplied to the entire poem, but certainly already familiar to that coterie of readers who knew Spenser’s poem, and were responsive to Collins’s verbal echoes of his original. The girdle, emblematic of ‘the virtue of chaste love’ (FQ, 4. 5. 3, 1), and wearable only by the truly chaste, having been lost by Florimel, is discovered by Satyrane, who hangs it aloft at ‘a solemne feast, with publike turneying’ (FQ, 4. 2. 26, 8; 4. 4. 16, 1-2). The girdle is competed for by several ladies, and won and tried on by the False Florimel: ‘but ever as they fastned it, it loos’d / And fell away, as feeling secret blame’ (FQ,  4. 5. 16, 6-7). This dramatic moment is recast at length by Collins:
Lo! to each other nymph in turn applied,
	As if, in air unseen, some hov’ring hand,
Some chaste and angel-friend to virgin-fame,
	With whisper’d spell had burst the starting band,
It left unblest her loath’d dishonour’d side;
There are more allusions to Spenser here. ‘Unblest’ echoes the resonant and much-remembered phrase ‘ungirt unblest’, used in relation to the girdle by the Squire of Dames (FQ, 4. 5. 18, 6-7). Spenser, however, is not the only elder poet whose presence is shadowed in these lines, or in the strophe as a whole. Collins’s ‘solemn tourney’ and prize ‘hung on high’ evoke, too, Il Penseroso (lines 116-18), and the ‘love-darting eye’ of each of the competing ladies recalls Comus (line 753). These opening lines of the poem have woven, in fact, an elaborate tapestry of verbal and circumstantial allusion to Collins’s two great predecessors, creating a rich poetic presence where we might have expected only the prompt positing of the simile which the syntax of the first line had promised. And in fact, the second part of the simile is worked through, with further hesitations of subordinate clauses, only from the seventeenth line:
Young Fancy thus, to me divinest name,
	To whom, prepar’d and bath’d in Heav’n,
	The cest of amplest pow’r is giv’n:
	To few the god-like gift assigns,
	To gird their blest prophetic loins,
And gaze her visions wild, and feel unmix’d her flame!
The simile which overarches the strophe is itself simple: the distinguishing cestus of poetry is likened to the girdle of chastity. Few women, only Spenser’s true Florimel, and Amoret, may wear the girdle of chaste love. Likewise, few poets, only such as Spenser and, by allusive suggestion, Milton, whose ‘loins’ (the word was pronounced ‘lines’) are both blest and prophetic, are able to wear the cest of visionary poetic power. The simile is complicated however in that neither of its terms is concrete. Florimel’s girdle is a fairy legend. The band of poetry is a product, as we have seen, of Collins’s own act of mythopoesis, set out in the mesode. Further, the immediate apprehension of the simile is deferred by the elaborated prosodic and syntactic structure of the strophe. The comparison is articulated not by direct conjunction, but through an elaborate structure of reference. Allusion has become the enabling means of a various imaginative conceit. The first strophe offers not a simple comparison, but an extended figurative statement of poetic allegiance, and aspiration.
	The question asked at the end of the mesode—where is the modern bard who might wear the ‘hallowed work’ of Fancy’s band?—is elaborated in the concluding antistrophe. This time, the poetic voice or spirit summoned up is Milton, alluded to in the first strophe and so already part both of the ode’s cast and of its texture. In the antistrophe Milton is not named for some ten lines, but alluded to at first in Collins’s rapt vision of the oak which is emblematic of his predecessor’s poetry (Penseroso, 59-60). The oak is found in ‘an Eden, like his own’, at the top of ‘some cliff to Heaven up-piled’, reminiscent of the ‘craggie cliff’ of Milton’s Paradise (PL, 4. 546). On one of the oak’s branches is hung Milton’s ‘ancient trump’, an echo no doubt of the ‘wakefull trump’ of the Nativity Ode (line 156), but suggesting too another instrument poignantly put aside by owners both belated and exiled: 
 … we wept, when we remembered Zion.
We hanged our harps upon the willows … 
How shall we sing the Lord’s song in a strange land?
				Psalms, 137. 1, 2, 4.
Collins’s ode ends with the poet’s ‘trembling feet’ following in Milton’s footsteps, but:
	In vain—such bliss to one alone
	Of all the sons of soul was known,
	And Heaven and Fancy, kindred powers,
	Have now o’erturned the inspiring bowers,
Or curtained close such scene from every future view.
The cest of fancy may be worn by few poets; the instrument of Milton’s prophetic verse can never be played again. The poetic bliss given to Milton is irrecoverably lost to his successors, as the bliss of Eden could be known ‘to one alone’. Collins’s poem ends in an unfortunate poetic fall, imaged by an allusion to the emphatic destruction of the fancied Bower of Bliss—‘the inspiring bowers’—at the end of Book 2 of the Faerie Queene: ‘But all those pleasant bowres and Palace brave, / Guyon broke downe, with rigour pitilesse’ (2. 12. 83, 1-2). 
	In the ‘Ode on the Poetical Character’ allusion articulates reference in complex but exact ways, serving to identify the two poets, Spenser and Milton, to whose models Collins aspires, and by whose poetic and verbal lights he writes. Allusion is used with a characterising difference by another member of the new experimental lyric school, Thomas Gray. Gray’s poems embody an extraordinary range of allusive method, from highly self-conscious intentional allusion used with an intensity and precision comparable to Collins, through resonant verbal echo to frank theft and almost unremembering quotation.​[31]​ 
	Gray’s ‘Ode on the Spring’, written in 1742, and first published in 1748,​[32]​ written not in Pindaric strophes but in elaborate ten-line English stanzas, is notable for an extraordinary density of allusion at the level of diction. The ode begins thus:
LO! where the rosy-bosom’d Hours,
Fair Venus’ train, appear,
Disclose the long-expecting flowers
And wake the purple year!
The Attic warbler pours her throat
Responsive to the cuckoo’s note,
The untaught harmony of Spring:
While, whispering pleasure as they fly,
Cool Zephyrs thro’ the clear blue sky
Their gather’d fragrance fling.
The opening ‘Lo!’ directs our eyes not to a natural scene, but to something like a baroque painting of a mythic subject.​[33]​ The stanza is concerned not with the description of a landscape, or credible animals or meteorology, but with a pictorial tableau, made up of pagan goddesses, Greek birds, Greek winds, and a personified English season. The ‘rosy-bosom’d Hours’ quote Milton: ‘The Graces, and the rosie-boosom’d Howres’ (Comus, line 986), and appropriately also echo James Thomson’s ‘rosy-bosom’d Spring’ (‘Spring’, 1010). ‘Disclose’ is a word that had often been poetically used to mean flowering and budding, as by Dryden in his translation of Virgil: ‘the tender rinds of trees disclose / Their shooting gems’ (Georgics, 2. 104). The ‘purple year’ is a Latin poetic usage, which had become associated especially with the spring: Virgil writes of ‘ver purpureum’, Eclogues, 9. 40), a phrase translated by Dryden as ‘the Purple Spring’ (9. 52), and repeated more literally by Pope as ‘the Purple Year’ (Spring, 28). The ‘untaught harmony of spring’ echoes Cowley’s ‘untaught lays’ of the birds in the Davideis, ‘Joyfull, and safe before Mans Luxurie’.​[34]​ The ‘zephyrs … fling’ their fragrance, as the west winds in Comus ‘About the cedarn alleys fling / Nard, and cassia’s balmy smells’ (989-90). 
	Gray here uses allusion to define his heritage altogether more widely and more generally than Collins would do in his ‘Ode on the Poetical Character’. Gray’s writing aligns itself with a more extensive tradition, from Virgil through Milton and Pope, creating a broad richness of effect, aesthetising and self-indulgent. That effect is deliberate, allowing Gray a method of nuanced self-ironising. In the next three stanzas the first-person poet goes on to strike a familiar pose, reclined with the muse ‘in rustic state’; observes the ‘busy murmur’ of ‘the insect youth’; and concludes his philosophising through the personified dignity of ‘Contemplation’s sober eye’, which muses on the transience of man’s ‘airy dance’. Yet the poem does not end here, and the poet does not have the last word. The insect youth are given a surprising right of reply:
Methinks I hear in accents low
The sportive kind reply:
Poor moralist! and what art thou?
A solitary fly!
Thy joys no glittering female meets,
No hive hast thou of hoarded sweets,
No painted plumage to display:
On hasty wings thy youth is flown;
Thy sun is set, thy spring is gone—
We frolic while ’tis May.
Comfortable, self-approving, and traditional moralising has found an answer. Yet even in this concluding stanza the poem’s poeticising tendencies—personification, periphrasis, and thinner but persistent borrowing of poetic diction (‘painted plumage’, ‘thy sun is set’)—persist. The poet’s accents and idioms are still audible. Allusion, here in the form of echoing diction, is one of the means by which the lonely, academic, ascetic, and homosexual Gray can depersonalise himself to the point where he can still be present in these lines, and express himself with a paradoxical and plangent directness.
	Another and more curious aspect of Gray’s allusive method may be found in this ode, revealing part of the process by which he made his poetry. The third stanza sets out a major theme of the poem, the symbolising by the insect youth of the transience of human existence:
Alike the busy and the gay
But flutter through life’s little day,
In fortune’s varying colours dressed:
Brushed by the hand of rough Mischance,
Or chilled by age, their airy dance
They leave, in dust to rest.
The first line of the stanza (‘To Contemplation’s sober eye’) is keyed, in the reprinting of the poem in Poems by Mr Gray (1768), to a footnote which quotes the opening of a passage from Matthew Green’s The Grotto: ‘While insects from the threshold preach, &c.’ The extended passage in Green bears a marked thematic though not verbal likeness to Gray’s stanza. In a letter to Walpole of January or February 1748, Gray quotes in extenso from Green’s poem, and confesses to something like larceny:
The thought on which my [‘Ode on the Spring’] turns is manifestly stole from hence:—not that I knew it at the time, but having seen this many years before, to be sure it imprinted itself on my Memory, & forgetting the Author, I took it for my own.​[35]​.
Gray’s mind was teemingly and actively populated with words and lines from his predecessors, and his act of creation becomes in such moments almost continuous with theirs.
	Gray’s consciousness of the intentional and semantically-directed aspects of allusion is nowhere more evident than in his ‘Sister Odes’, ‘The Bard’ and ‘The Progress of Poesy’, published together in Odes by Mr. Gray (1757). These two high Pindaric odes were presented, on their first publication, as for a select and informed audience. The title page bears, immediately below the title, and in upper-case Greek, an epigraph from Pindar’s Olympian Odes (2. 85), which Gray himself translated, in a letter of 1763, as ‘vocal to the intelligent alone’.​[36]​ The two odes were unattended by notes in 1757, but many readers found them obscure, and for their publication in Poems by Mr. Gray their author provided a running commentary, acceding to the bafflement or ignorance of some readers in an ‘Advertisement’ of scholarly gracelessness: ‘When the Author first published this and the following Ode, he was advised, even by his Friends, to subjoin some few explanatory Notes; but had too much respect for the understanding of his Readers to take that liberty’.
	The ‘Progress of Poesy’ in particular is concerned, as Collins’s ‘Ode on the Poetical Character’ had been, with poetic descent and inheritance. It selects its audience in substantial part through its use of learned allusion to Pindar and other classical poets, and to the English pantheon of Dryden, Shakespeare and Milton. A number of Gray’s added footnotes clarify how allusion articulates the poem’s account of the transit of the civilising power of poetry from ancient Greece to England. The poem begins with an identifying apostrophe: ‘Awake, Aeolian lyre, awake’. The 1768 footnote identifies the line as a reference, not (as the Critical Reviewer had thought​[37]​) to the harp of Aeolus, but to the Pindaric as one of the modes of Greek lyric: ‘Pindar styles his own poetry with its musical accompanyments,  ,  ,   , Æolian song, Æolian strings, Æolian song’. It points out also an allusion to a defining line of David’s psalms: ‘Awake, my glory: awake, lute and harp’;​[38]​ so Gray states at the outset a vaunting poetic aspiration to the condition of the highest forms of both Hebraic and Greek high lyric. Pindar is nowhere named in the first triad of the ode, but Gray’s editorial commentary alerts the less knowing reader to Pindar’s presence. A note to the first line of the antistrophe informs us that its subject will be the ‘Power of harmony to calm the turbulent sallies of the soul’, and acknowledges that ‘the thoughts are borrowed from the first Pythian of Pindar’; a note to the last four lines of the antistrophe specifies that ‘This is a weak imitation of some incomparable lines in the same Ode’. 
	The strophe and antistrophe of the third ternary take Shakespeare and Milton as their subjects, identified not by name (until terse footnotes in 1768), but allusively. Shakespeare is described, in terms familiar from much eighteenth-century criticism, as ‘Nature’s darling’, and associated with ‘lucid Avon’. Milton is characterised in one of allusion’s most intellectually demanding forms, requiring the reader not merely to recognise a source line, but to recall, for full semantic effect, its context:
Nor second he, that rode sublime
Upon the seraph wings of Ecstasy,
The secrets of the abyss to spy.
He passed the flaming bounds of place and time: 
The living throne, the sapphire-blaze
Where angels tremble while they gaze,
He saw …
Gray’s 1768 commentary provides, for the fourth line of this passage, a laconic citation of a Latin phrase: 
“—flammantia moenia mundi.”	Lucretius.
Fully to understand Gray’s elliptical figuring of Milton as intellectual and creative adventurer, the reader must either remember, or locate and read, the extended context of the Latin phrase in its textual source, Lucretius’s celebration of Epicurus:
Therefore the lively power of his mind prevailed, and forth he marched far beyond the flaming walls of the world, as he traversed the immeasurable universe in thought and imagination.​[39]​
The ‘living throne, the sapphire-blaze’ would surely have been more readily understood by the eighteenth-century reader as a reference to the sapphire throne described by the prophet Ezekiel, in verses quoted at length by Gray in the 1768 commentary:
*For the spirit of the living creature was in the wheels—And above the firmament, that was over their heads, was the likeness of a throne, as the appearance of a saphire-stone.—This was the appearance of the glory of the Lord.	
							Ezekiel i. 20, 26, 28.
Perhaps less obvious, and unnoted in Gray’s commentary, is the allusion to Christ’s decisive entry into the battle in heaven in Milton’s epic: 
He on the wings of cherub rode sublime
On the crystalline sky, in sapphire throned.	 (Paradise Lost, 6. 771-2)
The allusion, and recognition of the allusion, are vital to our understanding of the character that Gray constructs of Milton as divine, sublime, and indeed transgressive poet.
	Here as regularly in The Progress of Poesy allusion articulates argument. This later poem also makes pervasive use, as the Ode on the Spring had done, of echo, of allusion at the level of diction, situating the poem more generally within an extensive poetic tradition. In the opening strophe of The Progress, for instance, the ‘rich stream’ of poetry pours 
Headlong, impetuous …
The rocks and nodding groves rebellow to the roar.
Roger Lonsdale shows that ‘Most such descriptions contain “headlong” and / or “impetuous”, as well as echoing rocks’, proving the point from James Thomson (Spring, 817; Summer, 590-3, 596). Lonsdale finds occurrences of ‘rebellow’ in Spenser, and in the epic translations of Dryden and Pope.​[40]​ Such echoes are not mere memory, but appropriate evocations to an informed ear of earlier English poets, and indeed (in the case of the recollections of Pope and Dryden) of the ancient heroic poets, Virgil and Homer, whose work they translate. They form part of the essential texture and ethos of the poem, and require recognition, and hence commentary. Gray’s richly-freighted memory however, while continually loading the rifts of his poem with poetic ore, is not always safely conscious of connotation. We are told that to Shakespeare ‘the mighty Mother did unveil / Her awful face’. The ‘mighty Mother’ is Cybele, magna mater, goddess of nature, and hence the appropriate protector of England’s poet of natural genius. Gray intended echoes no doubt of Dryden’s translations of Ovid’s Metamorphoses: ‘This Earth our Mighty Mother is’ (1. 528); and of Virgil’s Georgics: ‘celebrate the mighty Mother’s day’ (1. 466). The problem for Gray is that Alexander Pope had anticipated him, using the allusion for satiric purposes in the Dunciad, whose four-book version (1743) begins with the poet’s mock-heroic statement of the subjects of his verse, the goddess Dulness and her rather different protégé, Colley Cibber:
The Mighty Mother, and her Son who brings
The Smithfield Muses to the ear of Kings,
I sing. ... 
The echo in Gray’s phrase of Pope’s memorable opening brings into play precisely the least helpful analogy, and is as obvious to a modern reader as it was to Gray’s contemporaries and immediate successors. Gilbert Wakefield, editor of The Poems of Mr. Gray (1786), lamented that ‘Wicked memory brings into the mind the Queen of the Dunces, and destroys all the pleasure of the description by an unlucky contrast’ (p. 88). This is a diagnostic case; had Gray recalled Pope’s use of the expression, and its context, he would surely have avoided the association. Similarly, had Gray recalled that it is Satan who, in Paradise Lost, boasts of having first undertaken ‘To wing the desolate abyss, and spy / This new created world’ (4. 936-7), he might have phrased differently his line that states the purpose of Milton’s seraphic flight: ‘the secrets of the abyss to spy’. Gray vividly and vitally remembers poetic words and phrases, and his poetry is perfused with their richness and implication. Occasionally however he is less exactly conscious of the informing contexts of his allusive sources and connotation is hence not fully controlled.
Perhaps the most remarkable exploiter of the poetic potential of allusion in mid-eighteenth-century lyric verse was Gray’s less reputable Cambridge contemporary Christopher Smart. Especially in poetry written after his incarcerations in London for madness, the extended stanzaic psalm of praise A Song to David (1763), and the Hymns and Spiritual Songs for the Fasts and Festivals of the Church of England (1765), Smart makes extensive use of allusion, occasionally with a straightforward and obvious directness which would not be out of place in the popular sung hymnody of the eighteenth century, but often and characteristically with a strenuous verbal and intellectual play that drives it towards metaphor and the conceit. Any Bible reader would recognize Smart’s simple references to English protestant believers as ‘the sons of Yea and Nay’ in his hymn on St Peter, or the concluding appeal to Christ in his hymn on St Luke to keep the hearts of the members of the English church ‘Innocent as doves ... but as serpents wise’.​[41]​ Less transparently, in his hymn for the New Year Smart apostrophises ‘Ye that ... parade amongst the myrtles, / On your steeds of speckl’d white’, a reference which the poet thought to require a footnote reference, to ‘Zec. i. 8’, though he does not provide the pertinent quotation from Zechariah’s vision of the angels:
I saw by night, and behold a man riding upon a red horse, and he stood among the myrtle trees ... and behind him were there red horses, speckled, and white.
In the same hymn, yet more obscurely, Smart addresses Christ as
Emblem of the hopes beginning,
Who the budding rods shall bind.
The reader’s identification of the addressee of these lines depends on construing this stanza’s appositional relation to the hymn’s opening invocation, a dozen lines earlier, of Christ as the ‘Word of endless adoration’. The lines refer—here Smart does not help the reader with an explanatory footnote—to these prophetic verses of Ezekiel:
 ... the rod hath blossomed, pride hath budded. 
Violence is risen up into a rod of wickedness ...
 			(Ezekiel, 7. 10-11)
Recognition of this biblical allusion is essential to understanding how Smart’s lines function as a promise of Christ’s defeat of the forces of evil. 
	Elsewhere, allusion is used by Smart to reinforce the coherence of both short and longer lyrics. The second of the Hymns and Spiritual Songs, ‘The Circumcision’, summons to the praise of Christ emblematic representatives of the purity of nature, including ‘the famous tree, / Whose name is chastity’. The Latin name of the ‘chaste tree’ is Agnus castus, whose name suggests Christ the Lamb; the plant’s common English name is ‘Abraham’s Balm’. Thus by allusion both the Old Testament and the New Testament exemplars of chastity, and heroes of this feast day, are yoked together and implicitly involved in the poem’s imagery. Over the course of the 86 six-line stanzas of A Song to David the hero is recurrently present, often explicitly, on occasion by allusion. Thus, in the ‘Adoration’ sequence, in which creatures of the natural world praise their creator, the sparrow and swallow are residents in Christ’s temple:
For Adoration, in the dome
Of Christ the sparrows find an home; 
	And on his olives perch:
The swallow also dwells with thee, 
O man of God’s humility,
	Within his Saviour Church.
					(Song to David, 421-26)
The language may seem generally biblical, but the references are exact, and recall both David and the burden of his psalms. Asserting his trust not in riches and wickedness, but in the mercy of God, David figures himself as ‘a green olive tree in the house of God’. He celebrates and yearns for the tabernacles of the Lord, where ‘the sparrow hath found an house, and the swallow a nest for herself, … even thine altars, O Lord of hosts” (Psalms 52. 8, 84. 3).
	In his hymn for Christmas Day, ‘The Nativity of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ’, Smart uses both diction and allusion to place the miracle of Christ’s birth, and its paradoxical renewal of the world in the depth of winter, in an English natural and national setting. Native birds sing and native trees flower in praise of the newborn Christ:
Spinks and ouzles sing sublimely,
	‘We too have a Saviour born;’
Whiter blossoms burst untimely
	On the blest Mosaic thorn.​[42]​
‘Spinks’ are finches, specifically chaffinches; this homely word, imitative of the bird’s song, comes from the Middle English, and by Smart’s time was a dialect and poetic usage. ‘Ouzles’ are blackbirds; the usage again was dialectal and archaic, but most readers would hear an echo of Bottom’s angelic, and sturdily English, song of ‘the ousel cock so black of hue’ (Midsummer Night’s Dream, 3. 1. 118). Part of this English rural scene, the ‘blest Mosaic thorn’ alludes to the Glastonbury thorn, sprung from the staff of Joseph of Arimathea, blooming out of its season; but ‘Mosaic’ suggests Aaron’s rod, whose blossoming signalled the priestly election of the house of Levi:
… on the morrow Moses went into the tabernacle of witness; and, behold, the rod of Aaron … was budded, and brought forth buds, and bloomed blossoms …
				Numbers, 17. 8
So Smart’s brief allusion implies a parallel election of the English and the English Church as God’s priesthood.​[43]​
	Smart not infrequently resorts to paronomasia, a rhetorical mode which notoriously was the eighteenth century’s general abhorrence, but has always been a brother and playmate of allusion. The reader of God’s creation, walking by a pond, sees ‘The silverlings and crusions glide / For Adoration gilt’ (st. 57): Smart’s silverlings are both shekels (Isaiah 7. 23) and silver fish; crusion, Smart’s neologism for the recently fashionable goldfish, is Greek () for a piece of gold or gold coin. The compact parallel puns here find a figurative value for God’s creatures. A key passage of A Song to David deals with the seven ‘pillars of the Lord’, which are the pillars of the house of Wisdom (Proverbs, 9. 1) and of the Lord’s creating days. The last of the seven pillars is Omega, which is Christ, and ‘sacred to the day of rest’. Omega
 … bless’d the world upon his pole,
And gave the universe his goal,
	And clos’d th’infernal draught. (st. 37)
This conceit turns on the phrase ‘infernal draught’, an elliptical and quibbling allusion to the parable of the catch of fishes:
The kingdom of heaven is like unto a net, that was cast in to the sea, and gathered of every kind: / Which … they drew to shore … and gathered the good into vessels, but cast the bad away. / So shall it be at the end of the world: the angels shall … sever the wicked from among the just, / And shall cast them into the furnace of fire. (Matthew 13. 47-50)
The draught is both of fishes and of a furnace. Smart’s phrase refers also to the harrowing of hell, which he believed to have taken place on the Sunday following the crucifixion. This complex metaphor, the conclusion of the last stanza of Smart’s emblematic account of the divine creating week, resonantly celebrates the redemption wrought by Christ. This technique, as in Smart’s figuring of the Glastonbury Thorn in his Nativity Hymn, has been aptly described by Robert Brittain as ‘telescoping’, echoing T. S. Eliot’s account of the ‘telescoping of images and multiplied associations’ in the poetry of John Donne (specifically, in a famous line from ‘The Relique’: ‘A bracelet of bright hair about the bone’).​[44]​ In ways strongly reminiscent of religious lyric of more than a century earlier, allusion in Smart is a vehicle for ramifying, multiply-signifying yet precisely articulated conceits.
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